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TOP 3 OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES DUCKHEAD® MOUNT/DEMOUNT TOOL

Coats® has a long history of tire changing innovations. For years, our mantra has been “We’re Changing More Than Tires!” 
and for good reason. If we developed a faster or more ergonomic way to get the job done, we integrated that technology into 
our machines. Take a look at some of our innovations that have changed the industry.

EL-X EXPRESS LANE INFLATION SYSTEM
(PN 85607770) 

Eliminates the inflation process wait time on 
the tire changer resulting in faster bay turns 

and reduced customer wait times.

POINT OF USE LIFT SYSTEM
(PN 85608609) 

The Coats® Point of Use Lift System helps you 
elevate heavy tire and wheel assemblies up to 

tabletop height with minimal effort.

AUXILIARY BEAD SYSTEM (ABS)
(PN 85606545) 

Taps directly into the tire changers surge tank 
and assists in seating virtually any tire assembly.

The Duckhead
®

 mount/demount tool is designed to lift the bead above the spoke.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

GRIP MAX
®

 PLUS CLAMPS
(PN 85607787) 

Offers twice the slip 
resistance than the 

traditional clamps and 
built in rim protectors 

eliminate metal on 
metal contact.

GRIP MAX
®

 PLUS 28" 
CLAMPS

(PN 85607986)

Provide a standard 
external clamping range 
of 16" up to 28", allowing 

the convenience of 
working on a multitude 

of tire assemblies. 

MANUAL BEAD DEPRESSOR & 
DUCKHEAD

®

 ROLLER
(PN 85609077) 

Combo design insures 
the bead stays in the drop 
center and tire bead does 

not roll back over the 
Duckhead

®

 mount/
demount tool.

STEEL CLAMP INSERTS (10)
(PN 8183604)

 

PASTE LUBE BUCKET
(PN 8183710)

MANUAL DROP CENTER TOOL
(PN 8435685)

PLASTIC DUCKHEAD
®

 MOUNT/DEMOUNT TOOL

nylon duckhead
® mount/demount tool

(PN 8183061)

Designed for added rim protection and replaces the 
steel Duckhead

®

 mount/demount tool and fits RC-45, 
RC-55, X-Series®, and GTS Series models

high spoke plastic duckhead
® mount/demount tool 

(PN 8184432)

The Plastic Gray High-Spoke Duckhead
®

 mount/demount 
tool is designed for high-spoke wheels, lifting the bead 
above the spokes and is compatible with all X-Series® 

and RC Series tire changers.

hybrid duckhead
® mount/demount tool

(PN 85608959)

The plastic tail provides protection form bead damage when 
mounting a tire.

steel duckhead
® mount/demount tool

(PN 81827881) 

The plastic floating tail conforms to the rim to mirror its radius. 
This places the tire in the optimal position for installation.

*Replacement plastic inserts (PN 8183604)



POPULAR WHEEL BALANCER ACCESSORIES
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Coats® knows that it’s not enough to just mount new tires. The wheels must be correctly balanced using the proper 
techniques and equipment. This job must be completed quickly and accurately so true zeros mean just that. Coats® 
accomplishes true zeros through innovative technologies that reduce errors throughout the process, right down to the motor.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

LIFT TOOL SOCK
(PN 85000783)

STEEL DUCKHEAD® MOUNT/
DEMOUNT TOOL INSERTS

(PN 8182961)

GRIP-MAX® PLUS REPLACEMENT 
GRIP SET - 8 PACK
(PN 8560716108)


